
November 20,2006 
 
Not Going Away 
 
This website is NOT going away.  If you feel that the information about any incident (as I 
state at the very top of this page) is needing correction, you must send that to me.  I rely, 
best as I can, on what people out there tell me. 
 
I received several letters regarding the fire.  Some from long-time sources, others from 
people I had not heard from before.  All said the same thing.   
 
Now I hear from yet another person that I have never heard from saying that the fire entry 
was incorrect:  That Raven did not rescue anyone out there and she is not in the hospital.   
So, is that part true or not true?   
 
Don't complain about the accuracy if you don't do anything to correct it.  So, since the 
writer seemed credible, we need to know: Did Raven rescue the older child?  Is she or 
isn't she in the hospital?    
 
Still, hearing from a lot of you who say that the child is being blamed for playing with 
matches.  I cannot stomach that.  If it is true, it is the rarest of things because a child 
playing with matches would, if they were supervised at all, be noticed right there in the 
middle of the front room.  A child being ignored, however, might not.   
 
And too many out there who neglect or abuse their children, choose to blame the child 
when tragedies happen.  Hearing from that moron who was saying that Chubby had 
suffered enough and that I should leave her alone after she drove drunk and killed that 
baby and then tried to flee the scene, is just plain wrong.   
 
In fact, Chubby was belly up to the bar in less than 12 hours after that incident!  So, easy 
to see that taking responsibility out there by these types, is impossible.  I am sure that if 
she could have (and who knows?  Maybe she tried) she would have blamed the baby for 
driving the car that wrecked! 
 
Tell you what: Maybe when Bentley is finished "investigating" this fire, he will share the 
information with the community that pays his salary.  Maybe not.   
 
We all know what a hot shot investigator he is.  Still no word on Mike Meade's death?  
Well, I am sure he is working on it! Hope this fire investigation doesn't go as slowly as 
that one!  But, it is plain that there are questions out there and the community wants to 
know. 
 
And, I am sure that Bent is well-qualified to be an arson investigator.  I am sure that 
Poopsie and Roger personally approve of that and can vouch for his credentials.  Yup, 
he's a hotshot alright!  
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Difficult as it may be, my efforts here are to hold those accountable that cause death and 
tragedies.  My main focus is on the entire Turdclan because they are serial killers and 
they get away with it.  They are still doing it and still getting away with it. Turdclan and 
their friends, such as Pete Hager who is turning into a real liability these days, eh boys? 
 
I dunno, but that should bother you all.  Apparently, however, what bothers some of you 
more is my writing about it.  Some say this should only be about Eddie's murder.  Why?  
Would letting go of your fearful denial all at once be too much of a shock to the system? 
Probably.  You have had decades to think about it, and avoid it.  Now, lately, the 
consequences of such mass denial cannot be avoided.   
 
What you do not protect will perish.  That includes the children. 
 
What you protect will thrive: It should be the children you are protecting, but in this case, 
it is the Turdclan and they do thrive!  And they rub your noses in it all the time: Brand 
new cars, at your expense.  They don't even pay for their own gas or insurance! They get 
all the jobs, even the ones they are not fit to hold.  
 
Lori Brown officially took over as GM of the Casino.  Her lack of credentials makes the 
Casino officially out of compliance with the gaming regulations.  Meanwhile, Nicholson 
continues to draw full pay, bonuses, perks for the next two years or longer!  
 
Hey, she is a good an loyal friend of the Turdclan and that is all that is required for her to 
have such a plum job! Anyone who says otherwise is "evil"! 
 
Well, according to the Moron squadrons latest missives, that is what they are. 
 
Murder and More Murder 
 
The same people that murdered Eddie, murdered before and have murdered since and 
they will again.  Wouldn't exposing that be helpful?  Wouldn't getting people from 
outside the rez involved in that be helpful?  Plain obvious that there are not enough inside 
to do the work.  Anyone who stands up is considered a threat to the whole community's 
denial machine, and they are threatened and harassed when they should be protected and 
supported.   
 
Please, those of you who think it is just fine that these murderers continue to kill and get 
away with it, do let me hear your thoughts on this.  I want to know how you justify their 
behaviors.  Just threatening me or calling me names because I hold them accountable for 
all of what they do or bring about on the community, isn't exactly clear thinking on the 
part of the moron squadron that is in constant if not terminal denial. 
 
Those of you who are good friends with this evil family I call the Turdclan, save your 
breath.  I don't consider your loyalty to the corruption, the murderers and those who rob 
the community blind, those who get away with rape and child rape as "Quality Character 
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Traits."  It just proves that you can be bought off with a job or a few beers, or free bingo 
for a month.  That is between you and God and I really don't have time for you. 
 
The threats are ongoing, the crimes are ongoing,  Children are dying.  At some point in 
all this, people have got to wake up and see which people are most often at the center of 
this stuff and who gets to have their crimes covered up and never be held accountable. 
 
Those of you who complain about the accuracy are a bit misguided in your anger.  It is 
not me that is causing this grief.  The grief is not whether the blog got it exactly right or 
not.  The grief is that another child is dead, needlessly.  And that members of the 
Turdclan instead of taking responsibility for their actions, are acting like victims so that 
you feel sorry for them! 
 
Like I said, if you see something that is inaccurate, speak up.  But if you come in with 
mindless drunken rage, don't expect I can take you seriously.   
 
Blaming the child for the fire might make it easier for some of you to continue 
conversing with Bobby Lou.  Seeing Bobby Lou as the "innocent victim of her child's 
recklessness" might make it easier for you to overlook what led to that fire and since it 
was a child that is being blamed, might stop you from asking the real hard questions.  But 
it is the wrong thing to do.  
 
Wrong especially for that little girl who is being blamed for something she did not do.  I 
am assuming it was the most likely culprit rather than the least likely here.  Why?  
Because of who she is related to and how they have done business in the past. 
 
How they get away with murder and killing their children.  Oh, and better yet, having you 
(some, but not all) feel so sorry for them!   
 
That community has, for far too long, been in the throes of denial.  More than anything, I 
hear that the complaint is that you want it all to go away. 
 
Nothing goes away until the guilty are brought to justice. Want this to "go away?" Do 
your part.  Start by waking up.  Start by seeing the Turdclan as they are.  
 
Bribing You With Your Own Money 
 
I am told that the next General Assembly Meeting is on December 7th.  Of course, they 
will probably change that.  The deal is that they are planning to "surprise" everyone with 
HUGE Social Impact Checks this time.  Some checks into the thousands of dollars.  They 
want you to see them as "generous".  They want you to not vote to remove Lois Leban 
and to not sign petitions against Brian the Rapist or any of the rest of them.   
 
To accomplish this, they are giving back to you some of the money they would normally 
steal from you and keep for themselves.  You are being, essentially, bribed with your own 
money.  Let me know how that works for y'all! 
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I also hear that they only distribute these checks to people that attend the meetings and 
that the sick and infirm, those who are out of town or otherwise unable to get to the 
meetings, get nothing.  I hope that is not true!  Let me know if that is really how they do 
business.  It would not surprise me.  But I need to know. 
 
Remember: Last year's check was about $317.  That was, from what I have seen, less 
than 1/15th of what each of you was entitled to.  But, they control the books, so you will 
never really know, now will you? 
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 
 
 


